By Michael McNamee

It's a shame that the MIT administration, or some segment of MIT's faculty, chose the week of Spring Vacation to present the results of the alumni survey conducted last spring. All the main campus was aware that, during the first week of August, the results of the survey would be available to MIT students, faculty, and administration, or some segment of MIT life that has been called MIT. It's a shame that the survey report is now available to MIT students, faculty, and administration, or some segment of MIT life that has been called MIT. It's a shame that the survey report is now available to MIT students, faculty, and administration, or some segment of MIT life that has been called MIT.

The survey was conducted last spring, and its results were summarized in a four-page report published in January. The report was published in the MIT Tech, which is available to MIT students, faculty, and administration, or some segment of MIT life that has been called MIT.
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